
co n v e n i n g

PRAI on University-Led 
Innovation Initiatives
on october 7-8, Penn iUR 
and the Penn center for 
innovation (Pci) hosted 
the “Penn iUR Roundtable 
on Anchor institutions: 
University-Led innovation 
initiatives,” which convened 
leaders from some of the 
nation’s most engaged 
urban universities to discuss 
how their institutions are 
fostering innovation and 
commercialization in their 
cities. The program began 
with a panel open to the 

public followed by a day of 
closed-door sessions. 

At the well-attended panel, 
the speakers described 
their respective programs, 
highlighting the interactions 
between their institutions 
and their surroundings. The 
speakers were Jim Kiriakis, 
interim Director, UcSF 
innovation, Technology 
& Alliances, University of 
california-San Francisco; 
Todd Sherer, Associate 

vice President for Research 
and executive Director 
of Technology, emory 
University; Jon Soderstrom, 
Managing Director, office of 
cooperative Research, Yale 
University; John Swartley, 
Associate vice Provost for 
Research and executive 
Director, Pci, University 
of Pennsylvania; and Alan 
Thomas, Associate vice 
President and Director, 
center for Technology 

convening

Housing 
Finance 
Reform: Where 
Do We Go 
From Here?
on november 10, Penn iUR and the Penn 
Wharton Public Policy initiative (Penn Wharton 
PPi) convened housing policy researchers and 
economic experts to a symposium on “Housing 
Finance Reform: Where Do We go From Here?” 
at the capitol visitors center in Washington, 
D.c. to discuss roadmaps for U.S. housing finance 
reform. Participants in the day’s events, which 
included two panels and a closing roundtable 
discussion, were: Scott Frame, Financial 
economist and Senior Policy Advisor, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta; Akash Kanojia, Senior 
Trader/Analyst, Federal Reserve Bank of new 
York; Wayne Passmore, Senior Advisor, Division 
of Research and Statistics, Board of governors 
of the Federal Reserve System; Roberto Quercia, 
Trudier Harris Distinguished Professor and chair, 
Department of city and Regional Planning, 
Unc center for community capital, University 
of north carolina; Philip Swagel, Professor, 
University of Maryland School of Public Policy; 
Joseph Tracy, executive vice President and 
Senior Advisor to the President, Federal Reserve 
Bank of new York; Mark Willis, executive 
Director, Furman center for Real estate and 
Urban Policy, new York University; and Penn iUR 
co-Director Susan Wachter, Albert Sussman 
Professor, Professor of Real estate and Finance, 
Penn’s Wharton School.
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TALKi n g T ecH T R AnSFeR: From left, Jon Soderstrom, John Swartley, Todd Sherer, Alan Thomas, Jim Kiriakis, and Penn 
IUR Co-Director Eugénie Birch.  

(co n T i n U eD o n P.  18)
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fe b r ua rY 5,  2016

pEn n i u r co m m u n it y E v En t

m usA lu n ch s pE A kEr s Er i Es :  g u y t h i g pEn

m E y Erso n h A ll ,  pEn n i u r co n FEr En cE ro o m , g12 |  12 :00 – 1 :30 pm

Penn iUR’s first MUSA lunch session of 2016 features guy Thigpen, Director of 
Analytic Sciences, Philadelphia Land Bank. He will discuss the creation of the 
Land Bank, how it is used, and how giS can be employed to remediate vacancy 
and the social problems that accompany it. Lunch will be served.

fe b r ua rY 16 ,  2016

pEn n i u r co m m u n it y E v En t

pEn n i u r u rbAn DoctorAl postEr sEssion An D m EthoDs workshop

m E y Erso n h A ll ,  g -12 |  11 :00 A m - 2 :00 pm 

This event highlights the work of urban-focused doctoral students from across 
the University and celebrates the research contributions of Penn iUR Faculty 
Fellows. The event will include poster presentations by doctoral students 
followed by a discussion with Penn iUR Faculty Fellows. 

fe b r ua rY 19,  2016

pEn n i u r co -s po n so r ED E v En t

u r bAn t r An s Fo r m At i o n A n D En Ergy co n su m pt i o n : w h At i s t h E 

ro lE o F u r bAn pl An n i n g?

Fi s h Er Fi n E A rt s , klEi n m An Fo r u m |  4 :00 pm - 6 :00 pm 

Join Penn iUR and Penn’s Kleinman center for energy Policy to discuss the 
relationship between transportation, energy consumption, and urban planning 
with top planners from the field. Speakers include Penn iUR Scholar Bob cervero, 
Professor and chair of Urban and city Planning, University of california-Berkeley; 
Matt Turner, Professor, economics Department, Brown University; Penn iUR 
Faculty Fellow gilles Duranton, Dean’s chair in Real estate Professor and chair, 
Real State Department, Penn’s Wharton School; Penn iUR Faculty erick guerra, 
Assistant Professor Urban Planning, Penn School of Design. co-sponsored by 
Penn iUR and the Kleinman center for energy Policy.

fe b r ua rY 25,  2016

pEn n i u r pu b li c i n t Er Es t E v En t

s h Api n g u r bAn h E A lt h & t h E En v i ro n m En tAl l A n Dsc ApE 

Fi s h Er Fi n E A rt s , klEi n m An Fo r u m |  3 :00 pm - 6 :00 pm

How do we design urban places? come hear the latest research on best practices 
and health outcomes and learn how low-cost, place-based initiatives can transform 
health in urban areas. Speakers include Penn iUR Faculty Fellow charles Branas, 
Professor of epidemiology, Penn’s Perelman School of Medicine; Penn iUR Faculty 
Fellow Sara Heller, Professor of criminology, Penn School of Arts and Sciences; 
Rupal Sanghvi, Founder, HealthxDesign; and Bob grossman, Senior Director, vacant 
Land, Philadelphia Horticultural Society. co-sponsored by the Penn center for Public 
Health initiatives (cPHi), Penn School of Design, and the Penn Urban Health Lab.

M a rch 1 ,  2016

pEn n i u r co -s po n so r ED E v En t

h E A lt h y h o r izo n s: i n n ovAt i o n A n D t h E i n Fo r m Al Eco n o m y

Fi s h Er Fi n E A rt s , klEi n m An Fo r u m |  5 :30 pm - 7 :00 pm

Join next city and Penn iUR for a discussion of healthcare innovations for a 
rapidly urbanizing world in concert with next city’s column “Healthy Horizons: 
innovation and the informal economy.” Speakers to be announced.

M a rch 18 ,  2016

pEn n i u r co m m u n it y E v En t

m usA lu n ch s pE A kEr s Er i Es

m E y Erso n h A ll ,  pEn n i u r co n FEr En cE ro o m , g12 |  12 :00 – 1 :30 pm

Penn iUR’s last lunch session of the 2015-2016 academic year features Jeff 
Frankl, Ui/UX Designer, Azavea. Frankl will present on his current giS work with 
Azavea. Lunch will be served. 

a pr i L 22 ,  2016

pEn n i u r pu b li c i n t Er Es t E v En t

m usA E Art h DAy lEc t u r E

vA n pElt, cl A ss o F ’6 8 pAv i l i o n , 6t h Flo o r |  3 :00 pm - 7 :00 pm 

Join Penn iUR and MUSA for a panel discussion on emerging research on 
employing geospatial technologies to benchmark and monitor sustainable 
urban development. 

M aY 13 ,  2016

pEn n i u r co m m u n it y E v En t

pEn n u r bAn D o c to r Al sy m pos i u m

i n n At pEn n , h o u rg l A ss bA llro o m |  11 :00 A m – 2 :00 pm 

co-sponsored with Penn’s Urban Studies program, this symposium celebrates 
the work of graduating urban-focused doctoral candidates. graduates will 
present and discuss their dissertation findings. 

M aY 2016

m i DAt l An t i c r Eg i o n A l co n v En i n g o n h Ab itAt i i i

As part of the national preparations for the upcoming Un conference on 
Housing and Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat iii), Penn iUR and 
Perry World House are partnering with the U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development and the U.S. Department of State to discuss U.S. 
contributions to the new Urban Agenda, the Habitat iii outcome document. 
Details will be added to Penn iUR’s website (www.penniur.upenn.edu) as they 
become available.

Upcoming Events VIsIt www.Penniur .uPenn .edu  Fo R m o RE D E tAI L s An D to REG Is t ER 
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Faculty spotlight: William Burke-White

1 .  Yo u ar e th e i nau g u r aL D i r ec to r 
o f pe r rY Wo r LD h o us e , a 
u n iv e rs it Y-Wi D e ce nte r fo r 
pe n n ’ s g Lo baL i n itiativ es . pe r rY 
Wo r LD h o us e Wa s fo u n D e D 
i n 2014 —th o u g h it Wi LL n ot 
fo r M e r LY o pe n u nti L s e pte M b e r 
o f 2016,  pro g r a M M i n g ha s b eg u n . 
What i s Yo u r v i s i o n fo r th i s 
ce nte r?

When Perry World House opens in the fall of 2016, 
we will perform three key functions: we will serve 
as a public forum for international events and 
programs, will give an academic home to students 
interested in international affairs, and will function 
as a policy- and international affairs-oriented 
think tank. in our role as a public forum, we will 
partner with Penn’s existing schools and centers to 
enhance and promote events—making them even 
more interdisciplinary and even more engaging 
across different parts of the University—and we 
will start a lot of new programs and events as well. 
For example, Perry World House spearheaded the 
visit of the german president this past September 
and the Russian punk activist group Pussy Riot last 
Spring—these are the kinds of things that, in the 
past, haven’t had a natural home on Penn’s campus 
because Penn doesn’t have an international affairs 
school. The kinds of conferences and events that 
might otherwise happen at that type of school will 
happen at Perry World House.

The second pillar of the vision for Perry World 
House is to give students who are interested in 
international affairs and international issues an 
intellectual and academic home on campus. While 
we are not going to be a school or a major, we 
will create programs for students interested in 
international affairs. For example, we are launching 
the World House Fellows program next year for 
undergraduate students. These students will 
get to serve as research assistants and, through 
Perry World House, will be able to intern in a 
policy-oriented and international affairs-oriented 
think tank. This program will create a community 

for students who have passions for international 
affairs. Perry World House will serve a similar 
function for international students; the building 
will be a place for them to hang out, physically, but 
the center will also serve as a kind of community-
creating mechanism for them. 

Third, Perry World House will be a think tank on 
Penn’s campus committed to linking academic 
knowledge with global policy challenges. So we 
will take themes—like the theme that we’ll be 
working on with Penn iUR, about urbanization and 
migration—and bring groups of visiting postdocs, 
visiting scholars, and visiting policymakers to work 
with Penn faculty and students with the ultimate 
goal of producing policy-relevant outcomes: a 
big conference that links academe and policy, for 
example, or a signature report on a timely topic. 
We will use Perry World House to convene scholars 
and visitors across disciplines around some of the 
world’s most pressing challenges. 

2 . a n e W faci Lit Y h o us i n g pe r rY 
Wo r LD h o us e Wi LL o pe n i n 
s e pte M b e r 2016.  What o pe n i n g 
ac tiv iti e s ar e Yo u pL an n i n g? 

There will be a grand opening on the 19th and 20th 
of September that will include a ribbon cutting 
as well as addresses by significant international 
policy figures. These activities will be embedded 
in a two-day conference that will examine some 
of the themes that Perry World House is focusing 
on: themes such as urbanization and migration, the 
future of the international economic and political 
order, and the intersection of technology and 
policy. This conference will launch the Perry World 
House’s think tank side. it should be a really exciting 
two days. 

3. pe r rY Wo r LD h o us e Wi LL D r aW o n 
aLL t We Lv e o f pe n n ’ s sch o o L s to 
D e v e Lo p so Luti o n s to pe rs i ste nt 
an D e M e rg i n g i nte r nati o naL 
chaLLe n g es .  Wh Y i s th i s cross -
D i sci pLi narY approach to g Lo baL 

chaLLe n g e s vaLuab Le? What D o e s 
it o ffe r that M o r e tr a D iti o na L 
approach e s D o n ot ? 

Penn’s comparative advantage—working on almost 
anything but particularly in the international 
affairs space—is that we have professional schools 
and graduate schools that have extraordinary 
expertise that, when you bring them together, can 
be really transformative. So take for example the 
technology governance issues: we have some of 
the best drone labs in the country in the School of 
engineering, and we have the lawyers in the Law 
School who think about regulation and governance 
issues, and the faculty at Wharton who think about 
how to finance solutions.  if you bring those people 
together you can truly transform thinking around 
global challenges in a way that you can never do 
within one discipline. For example, the work in 
engineering is wonderful but, in in order to come 
up with solutions to global challenges, the lawyers, 
the business people, and the philosophers are 
going to have to be part of the conversation.

Part of Perry World House’s mandate is to link up 
and build together the centers of excellence that 
exist on Penn’s campus and make them more than 
the sum of their parts. We hope to have this kind 
of catalytic effect across a whole range of places at 
Penn where we have great academic expertise and 
a real potential for policy influence.

4 . Yo u r sch o L ar LY Wo r k ha s 
aD D r e ss e D i ssu e s o f post-
co n fLi c t j usti ce , th e 
i nte r nati o naL cr i M i naL co u rt, 
i nte r nati o naL h u M an r i g ht s , an D 
i nte r nati o naL ar b itr ati o n . Yo u 
hav e aL so b e e n parti cu L ar LY 
ac tiv e i n th e po Liti c aL s ph e r e , 
hav i n g s e rv e D i n th e o baM a 
aD M i n i str ati o n fro M 2009 -2011 
o n s ecr e tarY h i LL arY cLi nto n ’ s 
po Li cY pL an n i n g staff. h oW hav e 
Yo u r ac aD e M i c an D po Liti c aL 
ac tiv iti e s 

Wi LLiaM bu rke-Wh ite  is the Richard Perry Professor and inaugural Director of Penn’s Perry 
World House and Deputy Dean and Professor of Law in Penn’s Law School. Burke-White joined Penn 
in 2005 and has been a Deputy Dean of the Law School since 2011. From 2009-2011, he served on 
the Policy Planning Staff of U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham clinton.  Burke-White has written 
extensively in the fields of international law and institutions, with a focus on international criminal and 
international economic law. His current research explores gaps in the global governance system and the 
challenges of international legal regulation in a world of rising powers and divergent interests. 

(co n T i n U eD o n P.  17
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Penn 
GIs Day 
Focuses 
on Real 
Estate and 
Housing 
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Penn giS Day, sponsored by Penn iUR and hosted by the Master of Urban Spatial Analytics (MUSA) program 
in conjunction with international giS Day on november 18, is an annual celebration that focuses on real-world 
applications and innovations stemming from uses of geographic information systems (giS). This year’s event, 
“MUSA giS Day 2015: The intersection of geography, Real estate, and civil Rights,” focused on the role of 
spatial analytics in the fields of real estate and housing. The morning panel included speakers Alan Lightfeldt, 
Senior Data Analyst, Zillow’s Streeteasy; Al Parker, Research Associate, The Reinvestment Fund; and Robert 
Renner, Social Science Analyst, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The event’s 
afternoon programming served as a celebration of MUSA’s 10th anniversary, and featured a panel discussion 
among MUSA alumni and a data visualization workshop. Penn giS Day was co-sponsored by MUSA, Penn’s 
cartographic Modeling Lab, Wharton’s giS Lab, and the Penn School of Design; technical workshop co-
sponsors include the Penn injury Science center and Urban Spatial. 

Penn iUR co-Director Susan Wachter introduced the speakers and the day’s topic. Lightfeldt began with a 
description of Zillow’s Streeteasy, a popular online marketplace for real estate, highlighting the site’s use of 
maps and visualizations, which he said consumers have come to expect and rely on, and of the book The new 
Rules of Real estate, authored by Zillow researchers, which discusses the use of data in real estate analysis. His 
presentation explored a variety of questions addressed by the book, such as: How fast does an area appreciate 
or depreciate? How might real estate appreciation or depreciation affect development strategies? How 
does the “halo effect,” the phenomenon in which some areas gain value from their proximity to prosperous 
neighborhoods, play out in particular cities and districts? 

Parker’s presentation focused on another question related to data and urban geography: How can cities 
efficiently allocate resources? He offered the Reinvestment Fund’s Market value Analysis (MvA) tool as a 
resource city governments can use to inform policymaking. nonprofit and advocacy organizations, too, can use 
MvA to help residents understand neighborhood real estate trends.  This tool combines census data, housing 
market information, and geospatial analysis to create unique, local housing market imagery. originally tested in 
Philadelphia in 2001, MvA has since been used by other municipalities and HUD.

Renner discussed HUD’s egiS (enterprise giS), a public portal that offers access to HUD’s geospatial datasets, 
application programming interfaces (APis), and web-based mapping tools. Some of the data available through 
egiS is intended to illuminate “opportunity” through a variety of metrics such as access to jobs, neighborhood 
walkability, and housing affordability. These data may reveal social and economic trends, such as changing 
levels of segregation or school proficiency; notably, overlaying data on school quality with data on racial 
composition consistently shows an enormous inequality of access to quality education.

After the panelists’ presentations, audience questions inspired conversations about unequal access to 
opportunity, how government agencies can use data about market value, and the degree to which housing is 
not affordable in new York city. During this conversation, all of the panelists emphasized the importance of 
data visualization and geospatial analysis in identifying emerging real estate trends and in advocating for fair 
housing.

The afternoon panel served as a celebration of MUSA’s 10-year anniversary.  MUSA Faculty Director Amy 
Hillier, Assistant Professor in city and Regional Planning and Social Policy and Practice, Penn School of Design, 
looked back on the program’s first decade and introduced the panel of MUSA alumni, which included Sarah 
cordivano, Project Manager, Data Analytics, Azavea; MUSA instructor Ken Steif, Lecturer, Department of 
city and Regional Planning, Penn School of Design; and guy Thigpen, Director of Data 

g iS DAY: From left, Guy Thigpen, Ken Steif, Amy Hillier, and Sarah Cordivano.   

(co n T i n U eD o n P.  19)
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Perry House and Penn IUR Commence Partnership on Urbanization
on november 4, Penn iUR co-hosted a 
symposium entitled “Sustainable global 
Urbanization,” the first of several collaborations 
with Perry World House, the University’s new 
hub for global engagement and international 
policy research. The event included a keynote 
address by Jeffery Sachs, Director, The earth 
institute, columbia University and Director, Un 
Sustainable Development Solutions network, 
who spoke about the challenges of sustainable 
development, the need for systemic change, 
and the potential for cities to lead the way. 
in addition, a panel featuring leading thinkers 
on sustainable urbanization examined the 
challenges of providing affordable housing with 
public services in a rapidly urbanizing world and 
how to grow healthy cities through sustainable 
development policy and effective real estate 
regulation.

Panelists included Penn iUR co-Director eugénie 
Birch, Lawrence c. nussdorf Professor of Urban 
Research and education Professor and chair of 
the graduate group, city and Regional Planning, 
Penn School of Design; Robert Buckley, Senior 
Fellow, Milano School of international Affairs, 
Management and Urban Policy, The new School; 
Maruxa cardama, executive coordinator and 
Founder, communitas coalition for Sustainable 
cities and Regions in the new Un Development 
Agenda; Marja Hoek-Smit, Adjunct Professor of 
Real estate, Director and Founder, international 
Housing Finance Program, Zell/Lurie Real estate 
center, Penn’s Wharton School; and Stephen 

Malpezzi, Professor, Real estate and Urban 
Land economics, Wisconsin School of Business, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. William W. 
Burke-White, Richard Perry Professor, Penn 
School of Law and inaugural Director, Penn’s 
Perry World House, introduced the day’s topic 
and speakers, and Penn iUR co-Director Susan 
Wachter, Albert Sussman Professor, Professor of 
Real estate and Finance, Penn’s Wharton School, 
moderated the panel.

in his keynote address, Sachs reported that, in 
spite of current trends, keeping the globe from 
warming more than 2 degrees celsius—the limit 
climate scientists agree will prevent the direst 
consequences of climate change—continues 
to pose a serious challenge. one bright spot, 
however, is the adoption by the United nations in 
September of the Un Sustainable Development 
goals (SDgs), 17 goals that together serve as a 
framework for international growth and action. 
in his talk, Sachs focused on two of the goals 
in particular: SDg 13, a commitment to “take 
urgent action to combat climate change and its 
impacts,” and SDg 11, a commitment to “make 
cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, 
resilient, and sustainable.” Sachs emphasized the 
importance of SDg 11, noting that over half the 
world’s population now lives in urban areas and 
that most of the population growth projected 
for the next several decades is expected to be 
in cities. So, as he reminded the audience, if we 
can figure out how to develop our cities in a 
sustainable manner, we will go a long way toward 

meeting the other SDgs as well. He went on to 
highlight another reason for optimism: in his 
experience, city leaders seem to understand the 
urgency of taking action on climate change and 
many have already adopted the SDgs. 

However, while many city leaders are eager to 
take action, the scale of the problem overwhelms 
them. Switching to a near-zero carbon economy 
will be necessary, Sachs argued, which will 
require a fundamental overhaul of how energy is 
produced and distributed as well as a revolution 
in transportation systems. cities need help 
making these changes. in addition, in much of the 
world, air and water pollution are still enormous 
urban problems. Sachs stressed that overhauling 
our energy, transportation, and public service 
systems is going to be very, very expensive 
and technically difficult. What’s more, these 
transformations will need to be managed in a 
fiscally sound, democratic, and equitable manner. 

Sachs did not underplay the enormity of the 
challenges, but he found reasons for hope in 
the adoption of the SDgs as a framework for 
global development and in the willingness of 
subnational actors, particularly cities, to work 
within this framework. cities are on board, he 
said, but they need help figuring out how to 
achieve sustainable development and that, he 
stressed, was where academics and others in 
the audience could play a role: working metro by 
metro to help each city realize sustainable urban 
development. 
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ci T i eS c An Le AD T H e WAY: From left, Eugénie Birch, Stephen Malpezzi, Marja Hoek-Smit, Susan Wachter, Robert Buckley, and Maruxa Cardama. Right: the event drew a full house.   



co nven i n g

self-Driving Cars Will shape Cities
Penn iUR co-hosted with the center for 
Technologies for Safe and efficient Transportation 
(T-SeT) and Penn’s office of the Provost a public 
panel discussion on how technology will shape 
our cities and surroundings. “Automation and 
the Future of cities,” held in the Penn School of 
Design’s Meyerson Hall, included panelists vinn 
White, Senior Policy Advisor, U.S. office of the 
Secretary of Transportation; Daniel Lee, Professor, 
Penn School of engineering, Director, general 
Robotics Automation, Sensing, Perception (gRASP) 
Lab, and Penn Director, T-SeT; Faculty Fellow erick 
guerra, Assistant Professor, city and Regional 
Planning, Penn School of Design; and Megan 
Ryerson, Assistant Professor, city and Regional 
Planning, Penn School of Design, and Assistant 
Professor, electrical and Systems engineering, 
Penn School of engineering. Penn iUR co-Director 
eugénie Birch, Lawrence c. nussdorf Professor of 
Urban Research and education Professor and chair 
of the graduate group, city and Regional Planning, 
Penn School of Design, moderated. 

White began with a big-picture look at the 
population trends that will shape the U.S. 
transportation system in coming decades, 
presenting findings from a report, now in draft 
form, entitled “Beyond Traffic 2045.”  This report, 
which is being developed by the office of the 
Secretary of Transportation, is a framework plan 
for the U.S. transportation system over the next 
thirty years, intended to inform transportation 
policy through data-driven analysis, research, 
expert opinions, and public engagement. According 
to “Beyond Traffic 2045,” the nation’s population 
is expected to grow by 70 million people over 
the next thirty years, with much of that growth 
absorbed into the country’s “megaregions,” a term 
(first coined in an Urban Design studio taught by 
Penn iUR Faculty Fellow Jonathan Barnett) that 
refers to clusters of urban areas bound together 
through infrastructure, aligned economies, and 

social relationships. This population growth will 
have enormous implications for how Americans 
live and move, affecting such things as the amount 
of time spent in traffic, disparities in opportunity 
and income, workforce development, and the 
movement of freight. not only will transportation 
policies and investments need to respond to these 
trends, but they will need to take into account 
the effects of climate change, limitations on the 
financial resources available for transportation 
improvements, and the political process. 

Lee presented on the technological side of 
automated transportation. Using videos of 
autonomous vehicles, humanoid robotic drivers, 
and other robotic innovations, Lee illustrated how 
advances in robotics, information technology, and 
artificial intelligence have the potential to transform 
transportation systems. He pointed out, however, 
that major limitations are still apparent, with 
technology not yet capable of human performance 
on many tasks and in many situations. nonetheless, 
great potential exists, which he argued should be 
developed to enhance our lives, in a safe manner, 
with input from government and industry. 

guerra’s talk addressed two questions: How will 
automated vehicle technologies change cities? 
And how should an uncertain but potentially 
transformative transportation technology influence 
today’s planning and investment decisions?  He 
noted that automation technologies have the 
potential to improve transportation safety, as over 
90 percent of traffic accidents are due to driver 
error. Automated vehicle technology could also 
allow closer, more rational interactions among 
vehicles and, as a result, increase road capacity. 
guerra said that safety and capacity improvements 
are the primary benefits of advances in automation 
technology, but that automation may also have a 
variety of other consequences, such as enhanced 
personal mobility for older or disabled individuals, 
economic restructuring, public transit expansion, 

and changes to urban form caused by diminished 
demand for parking. guerra said that planners have 
not yet incorporated these possibilities into their 
thinking, as so much is still uncertain.  

Ryerson focused on inter-city transportation, 
and specifically on travel between cities within 
500 miles of one another. currently, these trips 
are heavily dominated by automobile travel (86 
percent of trips between nYc and Philadelphia 
are in automobiles, for example). How many 
people will choose to take autonomous vehicles 
for trips between cities, once that option exists, 
and whether these autonomous vehicle trips will 
take the place of driving or of taking trains, buses, 
or planes, will have enormous consequences for 
the environment and the economy. She noted that 
determining what these consequences will be, 
however, is very difficult, given the uncertainties 
around emissions, ridership, and attitudes. To 
better understand attitudes, Ryerson recently 
conducted a survey that revealed that people who 
are more inclined to use driverless vehicles for 
inter-city travel are also people who: are concerned 
with personal safety and made uncomfortable by 
public transit, place greater importance on the 
ability to use electronic devices while traveling; 
have a high level of community engagement; and 
are concerned about flexibility in scheduling. Socio-
demographically, this translates to people who 
are young, mobile and connected (yet without a 
vehicle), and relatively low- (but rising-) income.  

Following presentations, panelists answered 
audience questions for nearly an hour, and then 
continued the discussion at a reception. While so 
much is uncertain, the event made clear that the 
introduction of autonomous vehicles will have 
enormous, though as-yet-unknown, repercussions 
in terms of urban form, economy, and inner- and 
inter-city travel. To watch a video of the event, go to 
the “events” section of Penn iUR’s website (www.
penniur.upenn.edu) and select “view past events.” 
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i M PAc T o F AU To M AT i o n : From left, Meghan Ryerson, Erick Guerra, Daniel Lee, Vinn White, and Eugénie Birch.  
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i nS T RU c T i o n

speaker series Demonstrates Application of mUsA Program 
Fall 2015 speakers in the MUSA Brown Bag Lunch 
series included Amory Hillengas, geospatial 
Analyst, city of Philadelphia’s Department 
of Health; Jonathan Sinker, giS Analyst, JMT 
Technologies; and Kate Raman, Associate Director, 
econsult Solutions. every semester, Penn iUR 
sponsors a series of seminars hosted by the 
Masters in Spatial Analytics (MUSA) program in 
which participants learn from practitioners about 
real-life applications of geographic information 
systems (giS) and spatial analysis. over lunch, 
speakers present their work and engage with 
attendees, allowing students unique opportunities 
to network, ask about potential career paths, 
and learn new skills, tools, and giS applications. 
Speakers this fall focused on urban applications of 
giS technology including MUSA graduates’ work.

Hillengas (MUSA ’14) kicked off the series on 
September 11 with a discussion of the Philadelphia 
Department of Public Health’s get Healthy Philly, 
a public initiative to encourage healthy behavior 
and development in Philadelphia. This program 
includes the Healthy corner Store initiative, 
tobacco cessation programs in schools, and more. 
Hillengas explained how she gathered, analyzed, 
and displayed geographic information about food 
access and its relationship with poverty for the 
city’s annual get Healthy Philly progress report, 
which will be released in early 2016. She described 
how she used network Analyst, a giS program that 
analyzes distances based on street and sidewalk 
paths rather than euclidean distances, to assess 
food access: “Most people don’t walk through 

someone’s backyard or through a building to get 
to the grocery store, so we need to take that into 
account,” she said. network Analyst can define 
“walksheds,” or areas within walking range of a 
particular location. Another giS program, Map 
Algebra, allowed her to quantify access to fresh 
foods by ranking different types of stores—such 
as convenience stores versus supermarkets—and 
assigning point values to the walksheds defined 
by network Analyst. By mapping this data against 
poverty data, Hillengas was able to highlight areas 
of high poverty and low food access. With these 
areas of highest need identified, the Department of 
Public Health is able to target these places. 

Sinker spoke on october 2, discussing projects he 
worked on in his previous position as a giS analyst 
for Philadelphia’s Department of Health as well 
as his current work with JMT Technology group, 
a consulting firm that specializes in software 
development, enterprise content management, and 
giS. At the Department of Health, Sinker analyzed 
bike crash incidence using kernel density tools, 
which demonstrate clustering of crashes, to help 
drive policy; pedestrian crash analysis using Penn 
DoT crash data; and chinese takeout food as part 
of the get Healthy Philly initiative, using data from 
Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access (PASDA), an 
online database created by Penn State University. 
in his current position, Sinker uses giS to create 
interactive databases to collect information; for 
example, he recently helped design a database that 
allows field collectors to gather information about 
historic building in high detail, directly collecting 

into ArcgiS such information as photographs, 
historic status, building condition, and more, to 
create a fine-grained map of new Jersey’s historic 
building stock. 

Raman (MUSA ’15) concluded the semester’s 
Brown Bag Lunch series on December 4 with a 
discussion of the tools she learned in the MUSA 
program and how she applies them in her job 
with econsult. emphasizing the importance of 
the statistical courses she took at Penn, she 
demonstrated how she uses statistics, Business 
Analyst, and econometrics analysis on current 
projects. The majority of Raman’s work focuses 
on economic modeling for development. She 
said that geospatial analysis tools she finds most 
useful include iMPLAn, STATA, Pro Formas, and 
econometric analyses. She also discussed her 
use of QgiS and geoDA, two free online spatial 
analysis resources.

After exploring her current work at econsult, 
Raman presented on her capstone project for the 
MUSA program, which she wrapped up in Fall 2015. 
For MUSA, she analyzed mass shootings at the 
state and county level using data from the cDc 
and the Stanford geospatial center collected over 
the past 50 years. She found that mass shootings 
have increased in recent years, although the overall 
number of gun deaths from shootings has declined.

For information on the Spring 2016 MUSA Brown 
Bag Lunch series, see page 2 or visit the “events” 
section of the Penn iUR website (www.penniur.
upenn.edu).

Le AD eRSH i P

Global Engagement in Preparation for Habitat III
Penn iUR’s global Urban commons (The 
commons), a publicly accessible online directory 
of urban research centers from around the world 
and a source for information about global urban 
research, is now the public face of the new general 
Assembly of Partners (gAP). gAP is a non-
governmental stakeholder engagement platform 
created by the Un’s World Urban campaign as part 
of the preparation process for the Un’s Habitat 
iii conference, the world’s premier conference 
addressing urban issues, to be held in Quito, 
ecuador in october 2016. 

gAP consists of 14 Partner constituent 
groups (Pcg), each of which is involved with 

the advancement of new concepts, ideas, 
and methodologies in the field of sustainable 
urbanization and human settlement development; 
each represents a stakeholder group, including 
local and sub-national authorities, research and 
academia, civil society organizations, grassroots 
organizations, women, parliamentarians, children 
and youth, business and industries, foundations 
and philanthropies, professionals, trade unions and 
workers, farmers, indigenous people, and media. 
gAP will develop recommendations for Habitat 
iii, working through its Pcgs to ensure broad 
stakeholder involvement. As part of this preparatory 
process, gAP will meet several times in different 
regions of the world october 2015 (new York) 

February 2016 (Berlin), March 2016 (Prague), July 
2016 (indonesia), and october 2016 (Quito). 

news, events, and research related to gAP and the 
14 Pcgs will be disseminated by The commons. 
gAP member organizations and the 14 Pcgs have 
been added to The commons member directory 
and their profiles are searchable and mapped on The 
commons “Members” page, accessible here: www.
globalurbancommons.org. 

Penn iUR created The commons in response to 
scholar and practitioner requests for a platform to 
build awareness about the breadth and depth of 
global urban research.
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R eSe ARcH

University and City Partner on White House Initiative
Penn iUR will lead the University of Pennsylvania’s partnership with the city of 
Philadelphia as part of the White House’s new Metro Lab network, which aims 
to improve urban infrastructure and foster equitable development in cities. 
The initiative brings together University researchers with city decision-makers 
to advance technologically and analytically based improvements to the urban 
systems and infrastructure on which citizens, cities, and regions depend. 

“We are thrilled to be partnering with the city of Philadelphia to identify and 
implement real-world solutions to some of our city’s biggest challenges,” said 
Penn iUR co-Director Susan Wachter. “Research universities have the physical 
and human resources to help their cities meet complex urban challenges 
through undertaking research, development, and deployment of innovative 
projects at lower cost.”

The Metro Lab network, launched on September 14 at the White House Smart 
cities Forum, aims to improve American cities by creating university-city 
partnerships committed to improving urban infrastructure, services, and other 
public sector priorities. The network will connect university researchers and 

city leaders to research, develop, and deploy (RD&D) innovative solutions to 
urban challenges. 

As part of the Metro Lab network, the city of Philadelphia and Penn will 
collaborate on projects that incorporate technology and analytics for improving 
infrastructure and city services and for fostering equitable development. Penn 
will use technology to measure the impacts of new infrastructure (including 
green infrastructure) on neighborhood values. in collaboration with city 
partners, Penn will apply this new technology to reduce blight, improve land 
banking strategies, and further local economic development; the Philadelphia 
Redevelopment Authority, the Philadelphia Land Bank, and the Mayor’s office 
of community empowerment and opportunity will be active partners in these 
efforts.

The national Metro Lab network is organized by the White House office of 
Science and Technology Policy and will be managed by a Management Team, 
initially led by carnegie Mellon University (visit their website at www.metrolab.
heinz.cmu.edu to learn more). 

U R BAn Bo o K TALK

Al Argues for Value of Informal Urban Villages 
on December 9, Penn iUR Faculty Fellow Stefan 
Al, Associate Professor of Urban Design, School of 
Design, founder of Stefan Al Architects, and editor 
of Villages in the City: A Guide to South China’s 
Informal Settlements (Hong Kong University 
Press, 2015), discussed at the Penn Bookstore 
his recently published book at an event hosted 
by Penn iUR with the Department of east Asian 
Languages and civilizations, School of Arts 
and Sciences; Department of city and Regional 
Planning, School of Design; Mellon Humanities, 
Urbanism, Design (H+U+D) initiative; and Perry 
World House. Speaking to a crowd of Penn 
professors and students, Al traced the evolution 
of china’s informal settlements and their 
replacement by formal housing complexes.

The titular “villages” refers to the informal 
settlements (commonly described as slums) that 
were originally settled along cities’ peripheries, 
but which have been swallowed up by South 
china’s rapidly expanding metropolitan areas. 
These villages—easily identifiable in satellite 
images by their non-linear streets and low-density 
buildings, which stand out in contrast to the 
planned grids characteristic of modern chinese 
city planning—are typically very crowded, with 
buildings that stand so close to one another that 
they do not meet building or health and safety 
codes. nonetheless, they offer affordable and 
well-located entry points for poor and struggling 

migrants to 
the city and, as 
Al pointed out 
during his talk, 
they are typically 
walkable, 
relatively close 
to the central 
metropolis, 
and sometimes 
located along 
rivers and ports, 
giving their 
residents access 
to jobs in and 
around the city.  

However, as 
Al went on to 
explain, they are 
disappearing 
in South china, 
being replaced with large, formally planned 
housing complexes. These new landscapes, while 
they meet building codes, are not affordable, 
pedestrian-friendly, or accessible for those new to 
the city, who tend to be low-wage earners. 

Al’s interest in the topic, as he explained at the 
December event, grew when he lived in Hong 
Kong from 2010-2012.  During this time, he 

organized a team of city planning and architecture 
professionals and academic researchers to 
document the value and challenges of informal 
settlements in the country’s fastest growing 
cities, a project that became Villages in the City. 
contributors include Margaret crawford, Jiong 
Wu, Marco cenzatti, Jiang Jun, nick Smith, and 
Laurence Liauw. The book can be found at the 
Penn Bookstore and on Amazon.



U R BAn Bo o K TALK

Brown on Development Design, 
Profits, and Community Input 
on october 21, Penn iUR Scholar Peter Hendee 
Brown, Lecturer, Humphrey School of Public 
Affairs, University of Minnesota, spoke at a Penn 
iUR Urban Book Talk on his book How Real Estate 
Developers Think: Design, Profits, and Community 
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015). A recent 
release in Penn iUR and Penn Press’s The city in 
the 21st century book series, How Real Estate 
Developers Think uses case studies to show how 
the basic principles of development remain the 
same everywhere even as practices vary based on 
climate, local culture, and geography.

Brown holds a Ph.D. in city and Regional Planning 
from Penn and, in addition to his position at 
the University of Minnesota, is an architect, 
planner, and development consultant. Brown told 

audience members 
that he wrote the 
book to provide an 
understanding of what 
developers do and 
why they do so that 
community members, 
elected officials, and 
others can participate 
more productively 
in the development 
process in their own 
communities. 

The book can be found 
at the Penn Bookstore 
and on Amazon.

U R BAn Bo o K TALK

mcDonald speaks on Chicago’s History
on September 9, Penn iUR Scholar John 
McDonald, Professor emeritus, Department 
of economics, University of illinois-chicago, 
discussed chicago’s economic history, tracing the 
evolution of one of the nation’s foremost urban 
areas from the start of the 19th century through 
the city’s heyday around the turn of the 20th 
century and to the present day. Drawing from his 
recently published book, Chicago: An Economic 
History (Routledge, 2015), McDonald shared 
his research findings as well as personal stories 
and observations about the city’s development 
at a book talk held at the Penn Bookstore and 
sponsored by Penn iUR.

McDonald described the city of chicago as “a node 
and critical connection” within a regional network 
that historically included grain and cattle industries, 
ports along the banks of Lake Michigan, rail lines, 
and manufacturing industries that provided jobs 
for waves of immigrants.  He explained the political 
conditions that promoted settlement and growth in 
the mid-1800s: the development of infrastructure, 
particularly rail lines, in the 19th century that 
connected the Midwest to the urban centers of the 
east coast and to the agricultural resources of the 
West and South, and the impact wars had on local 

manufacturing and job creation in the first half of 
the 20th century. He discussed the catastrophic 
urban decline precipitated by the creation of 
highways around the city in the mid-20th century 
and the shifting demographics of chicago’s 
suburbs in recent decades. 

in his book, McDonald uses economics as a 
lens through which to understand chicago’s 
development; Chicago offers urban thinkers 
a historic perspective on one city’s economy. 
McDonald’s book is on sale at the Penn Bookstore 
and on Amazon.
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aL cu rates arch itectu re exh i b it 
i n b e ij i ng

Stefan Al, Associate Professor, Department of city and 
Regional Planning, School of Design, together with Ali 
Rahim, Professor of Architecture and Director, Advanced 
Architectural Design Program, School of Design, curated 
the exhibit chinese Architecture Practice: Past, Present and 
Future at the Penn Wharton china center in Beijing. The 
exhibit highlights the changes in the development of chinese 
architecture by featuring the work of private firms and design 
institutes. Al also spoke about his recent book, villages in the 
city, as part of the Penn iUR Urban Book Talk series; see page 
9 for more.

barn et t speaks on sustai nab Le 
u rban i z ation

Jonathan Barnett, Professor emeritus of Practice, 
Department of city and Regional Planning, and Director, 
Urban Design Program, School of Design, presented at 
the 2015 international conference on chinese and African 
Sustainable Urbanization in ottawa, canada in october on a 
research project he developed with students and faculty at 
Southeast University in nanjing during Spring 2015. Barnett 
also spoke on his latest book, Ecodesign for Cities and 
Suburbs (island Press, 2015), with co-author Larry Beasley as 
part of the School of Design’s lecture series. Additionally, a 
new and enlarged edition of Barnett’s City Design: Modernist, 
Traditional, Green, and Systems Perspectives will be published 
by Routledge in 2016.

b i rch LeaDs u n ’ s gap

eugénie Birch, Lawrence c. nussdorf Professor of Urban 
Research and education Professor and chair of the graduate 
group, city and Regional Planning, School of Design, and Penn 
iUR co-Director, assumed leadership of the Un’s general 
Assembly of Partners (gAP), the civil society engagement 
platform for the Un’s Habitat iii, and was selected as one of 
200 experts worldwide to serve on one of 10 Policy Units for 
Habitat iii. Additionally, she spoke at convenings worldwide, 
including giving the keynote speech at a Ford Foundation 
event in September; speaking at three Un economic and 
Social council conferences (World cities Day in october, 
international Day for the Aged in october, international Day for 
the Disabled in December); at the Summit for new York city in 
october; at the Urban Thinkers campus in october; and at the 
group on earth observations (geo) Xii meeting in Mexico city, 
in november. Additionally, she spoke at the Smart cities World 
expo and conference in Barcelona in november and served on 
the jury to select the 2016 Smart cities awards.

b r anas’ s u rban h eaLth L ab 
L au nch es n eW We bsite 

charles Branas, Professor of epidemiology, Department of 
Biostatistics, Perelman School of Medicine, co-Director, 
Penn cartographic Modeling Laboratory, and Director, Penn 
Urban Health Lab, oversaw the launch of the new Urban 
Health Lab website (www.urbanhealthlab.org). The Urban 
Health Lab produces scientific evidence for the design and 
implementation of health and safety programs. 

b roWn Le e chaM pions ph i LLY ’ s 
h e ritag e 

David Brownlee, Frances Shapiro-Weitzenhoffer Professor 
and chair, graduate group, History of Art, Department of 
History of Art, School of Arts and Sciences, played a leading 
role in Philadelphia’s becoming the first American city to 
be named a World Heritage city. Brownlee served on the 
executive committee and Project World Heritage Working 
group and wrote much of the material that was presented 
to the organization of World Heritage cities detailing 
Philadelphia’s attributes, including the city’s history as the 
birthplace of the United States, its significant historical sites 
and architecture, and the city’s contributions to arts and culture.

Penn IUR Faculty Fellows  
news & Awards



bu rke-Wh ite D i rects pe rrY 
WorLD house 

William Burke-White, Deputy Dean and Professor of Law, 
Law School, and Richard Perry Professor and inaugural 
Director, Perry World House, oversaw Perry World House’s 
first year of programming and the groundbreaking for its 
new facility, which will open in September 2016. See page 
3 for an interview with Burke-White. 

can n uscio aM pLi fi es voices of 
hoM e Less Youth

carolyn cannuscio, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine 
and community Health, Department of Public Health, 
Perelman School of Medicine, completed a major public 
art project, in partnership with Mural Arts Program, 
documenting the life experiences of homeless youths. 
The project was featured in the november 2015 issue of 
American Journal of Public Health. cannuscio and her team 
from Penn have launched the Healthy Library initiative, 
a partnership between Penn’s center for Public Health 
initiatives and the Free Library of Philadelphia, which will 
provide evidence to support health-related programming 
throughout the library system, as well as training of 
community health specialist librarians at the community 
Health Literacy center opening in South Philadelphia 
in 2016. This first-of-its-kind partnership between the 
children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (cHoP), the city, and 
the Free Library will include a community health center, 
cHoP clinics, a health-focused library branch, and a 
recreation center.

cu Lhan e re ports to cong ress

Dennis culhane, Dana and Andrew Stone chair in Social 
Policy, Professor of Social Policy and Practice, School of 
Social Policy and Practice, was co-investigator of a HUD 
report to congress that found that homelessness in the 
United States continues to decline. 

D i i u Lio organ i zes pan e L on 
ph i L aD e Lph ia arch D iocese

John Diiulio, Jr., Frederic Fox Leadership Professor of 
Politics, Religion, and civil Society; Director, Robert A. 
Fox Leadership Program, Department of Political Science, 
School of Arts and Sciences; and Faculty Director of 
Program for Research on Religion and Urban civil Society 
(PRRUcS), organized a panel marking the 10th anniversary 
of the 2005 grand jury reports on child sex abuse in the 
Philadelphia Archdiocese. He also took part in a public 
discussion hosted by PRRUcS and Penn’s Perry World 
House of the local and global significance of the visit by 
Pope Francis to Philadelphia in September.

g r a zian pu b Lish es n eW book

David grazian, Associate Professor of Sociology, Department 
of Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences, has published The 
American Zoo, A Sociological Safari (Princeton University 
Press, September 2015), an investigation of how city dwellers 
have confronted and continue to confront nature and animals 
in the urban  environment. 

gu e rr a pu b Lish es on D rive rLess 
cars

erick guerra, Assistant Professor, city and Regional 
Planning, School of Design, recently investigated how large 
Metropolitan Planning organizations (MPos) are preparing 
for autonomous vehicles, which he argues is potentially 
the most transformative transportation technology since 
the internal combustion engine. “Planning for cars That 
Drive Themselves” was published in the Journal of Planning 
Education and Research.
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gu i LLé n Writes on capacit Y an D 
poLicY

Mauro guillén, Dr. Felix Zandman Professor of international 
Management, The Wharton School, and Director, 
Wharton’s Lauder institute, wrote, with Laurence capron, 
an article on the how the strength of state capacity 
(the administrative ability to formulate and implement 
policy) influences which policies are adopted and how 
effectively they are implemented.  “State capacity, Minority 
Shareholder Protections, and Stock Market Development” 
was published in the August 2015 issue of Administrative 
Science Quarterly. 

h ug h es appoi nte D D i rector of 
fpri

Mark Alan Hughes, Professor of Practice, Department of 
city and Regional Planning; Director, Kleinman center for 
energy Policy, School of Design, was appointed Faculty 
Director of the Fels Policy Research initiative (FPRi), which 
will support faculty in specific public policy areas, building the 
translational infrastructure to enhance the policy impact of 
Penn research. Hughes also took part in December in a radio 
program entitled “grading nutter’s Promise to Make Philly 
green,” about Mayor nutter’s record on sustainability; the 
program can be found on WHYY’s Newsworks website (www.
newsworks.org).

Lu M exh i b its i n L a

Kenneth Lum, Professor of Fine Arts and Director of the 
Undergraduate Fine Arts program, School of Design, has 
a solo exhibition of his art at Royal Projects gallery in Los 
Angeles.  He is also working on multiple large public art 
commissions. 

MacDonaLD appoi nte D D i rector 
of fe Ls

John MacDonald, chair and Professor of criminology and 
Sociology, Department of criminology, School of Arts and 
Sciences, Department of criminology, was appointed Penny 
and Robert A. Fox Faculty Director of Penn’s Fels institute of 
government. MacDonald will chair the Fels Faculty Steering 
committee and focus on organizing standing University 
faculty to teach core courses at Fels. 

Marci n koski Writes n eW book

christopher Marcinkoski, Assistant Professor of Landscape 
Architecture and Urban Design, School of Design, has 
published The City that Never Was with Princeton 
Architectural Press (January, 2016), an exploration of 
speculative urbanization in Spain.

Mason ’ s pe n n pr a xis rece ives 
g et t Y g r ant

Randy Mason, Associate Professor and chair, Department of 
Historic Preservation, and Associate Professor, Department 
of city and Regional Planning, School of Design, is executive 
Director of Penn Praxis, which was awarded a $100,000 
grant from the getty Foundation to develop a conservation 
management plan for The george nakashima House and 
Studio in new Hope, Pennsylvania.

M e Le is re ports on WoM e n , 
h eaLth , an D D eve LopM e nt

Afaf Meleis, former Dean of nursing and Professor of 
nursing and Sociology, School of nursing, is co-leader of the 
commission on Women and Health, a partnership between 
The Lancet, the Harvard T.H. chan School of Public Health, 
and the Penn School of nursing. The commission recently 
issued a major new report, “Women and Health: The Key 
for Sustainable Development,” that found women are 
contributing around $3 trillion to global health care, nearly 
half of which is unpaid and unrecognized. in november, 
Meleis led, with commission co-leader Ana Langer, the 
Philadelphia launch of the report, which featured national and 
international speakers. 

Penn IUR Faculty Fellows  
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spoon e r e D its n eW voLu M e

Brian Spooner, Professor in Anthropology, Department 
of Anthropology, School of Arts and Sciences, edited 
Globalization: The Crucial Phase (Univeristy of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2015), which brings together scholars of anthropology 
and social science as well as law and medicine to present a 
holistic and comprehensive understanding of the way the 
world is changing. 

toM Li n coM pLetes nasa proj ect

Dana Tomlin, Professor of Landscape Architecture, 
Department of Landscape Architecture, School of Design 
and co-Director, Penn cartographic Modeling Laboratory, 
recently completed a nASA-sponsored research project 
in collaboration with Azavea, inc. to develop the working 
prototype for a software application called ModelLab. 
ModelLab is a cloud-based platform enabling its users to 
design, develop, deploy, and distribute geospatial modeling 
capabilities that are expressed in Tomlin’s programming 
language Map Algebra.

voith Writes about Wi LM i ngton , 
D e L aWare

Richard voith, Adjunct Professor of Real estate, The 
Wharton School and President and Principal of econsult 
Solutions, inc., wrote on the past and future prospects for 
the city of Wilmington in Delaware Lawyer.  Additionally, 
his firm, econsult Solutions, inc., completed an analysis of a 
Philadelphia growth coalition proposal for wage and business 
tax reductions (paid for by an increase in the commercial real 
estate tax rate) that projects an increase of 79,000 jobs in 
the city over the next decade, compared to an increase of 
just 18,000 jobs over that same period if the changes are not 
enacted.

Wachte r re prese nts u n ive rsit Y 
at Wh ite house M etro L ab 
i n itiative

Susan Wachter, Albert Sussman Professor, Professor of Real 
estate and Finance, The Wharton School, and co-Director of 
Penn iUR, represented the University as the new Metro Lab 
network was announced by the White House.  in addition, 
Wachter was interviewed for several radio, television, 
and newspaper stories on the housing market, including: 
Power Lunch CNBC’s “30-year mortgage still worth it?” 
in november; Marketplace’s “The vast inequality of rental 
inflation” in november; Bloomberg Business’s “Homebuilder 
Sentiment index Rises to 64” in october; Marketplace’s 
“Shopping for a house?” in october; and The Christian 
Science Monitor’s “What’s really behind rising home prices” in 
october. Additionally, Wachter spoke at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Atlanta Real estate conference in new orleans on 
“Housing Finance Reform: Policy options for an informed 
Market” in December and at the University of Michigan center 
on Finance, Law, and Policy on “interdisciplinary Approaches 
to Financial Stability” in october.

Wi e b e authors stu DY on vioLe nce 
an D Location

Douglas J. Wiebe, Associate Professor of epidemiology, 
Department of Biostatistics and epidemiology, Senior 
Scholar, center for clinical epidemiology and Biostatistics, 
is the lead author on a Penn School of Medicine study on 
youth violence risks, which overlaid maps of victims’ travels, 
shooting incidents and danger zones to determine that 
location is a key predictor of exposure to violence. “Mapping 
Activity Patterns to Quantify Risk of violent Assault in Urban 
environments” is published in the January 2016 journal 
Epidemiology. 

Penn IUR Faculty Fellows  
news & Awards
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mellon Humanities, Urbanism, and Design Initiative in third Year
The Penn Humanities Urbanism and Design 
(H+U+D) initiative, funded by the Andrew Mellon 
Foundation, continued its mission to bridge 
the divide between the humanities and design 
disciplines around the study of cities.  in Fall 
2015, the start of the initiative’s third year, 
H+U+D welcomed new colloquium Members 
and Junior Fellows, organized a colloquium 
exploration of Philadelphia’s planned Rail Park, 
sponsored a new round of city seminars, and 
hosted Sam Katz, founder of History Making 
Productions, for the annual H+U+D public 
lecture. Penn iUR co-Director eugénie Birch, 
Lawrence c. nussdorf Professor of Urban 
Research and education Professor and chair of 
the graduate group, city and Regional Planning, 
School of Design, and Penn iUR Faculty Fellow 
David Brownlee, Frances Shapiro-Weitzenhoffer 
Professor and chair of the graduate group, 
History of Art, Penn School of Arts and Sciences, 
co-direct the five-year initiative.

each year, the initiative accepts a new group of 
faculty members from the humanities and design 
disciplines to participate in the colloquium, a 
group of faculty from both design and humanities 
disciplines who meet regularly to share research, 
foster collaboration, and build relationships. 
Four new members joined the colloquium 
this fall, four extended their membership, and 
two Junior Fellows ( junior scholars who have 
completed their doctoral work in humanities or 
design disciplines, and whose work deals with 

cross-disciplinary study of the built environment) 
were welcomed as well, bringing colloquium 
membership to twenty-five scholars from across 
the University. colloquium members read and 
discussed Stefan Al’s book, villages in the city: 
A guide to South china’s informal Settlements 
(see page 9 for more on Al’s book), and visited 
on october 16 the future location of Rail Park, a 
planned three-mile linear park along the historic 
elevated Reading viaduct and city Branch rail cut 
of the former Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, 
where architect Bryan Hanes lead a tour.  

H+U+D city seminars integrate knowledge from 
design and the humanities in the study of a 
particular city. co-taught by faculty representing 
design and humanities disciplines, the courses 
enable students and faculty to travel to the 
city under study for in-depth experience and 
research. in Fall 2015, the students in the third 
international city seminar studied the material 
and cultural landscapes of venice with Penn 
iUR Faculty Fellow Raffaella Fabiani giannetto, 
Assistant Professor, Department of Landscape 
Architecture, School of Design and Fabio Finotti, 
Mariano Divito Professor of italian Studies and 
Director, center for italian Studies, and chair, 
italian, and Director, Penn in venice, School of 
Arts and Sciences. Students traveled to italy in 
December. 

Penn iUR co-sponsors the annual H+U+D 
lecture with the History of Art Department 

and cinema Studies Program. Katz, this year’s 
featured speaker, discussed on october 6 the 
challenges of making history public through 
his film and internet series, “Philadelphia: The 
great experiment.” The winner of seven emmy 
Awards, the series tells the story of the city that 
it calls “the single most compelling stage for 
the unfurling and testing of American ideals.” 
At the lecture, Katz screened excerpts from 
several episodes, offering a close-up look at the 
filmmaking process and what he and his team 
learned in eight years of work. in addition to 
being a filmmaker, Katz was a founder of Public 
Financial Management, a nationwide public 
finance advisory firm, a three-time candidate 
for mayor of Philadelphia, ceo of greater 
Philadelphia First, chair of the Pennsylvania 
intergovernmental cooperation Authority 
(PicA), a leader in the biotech venture capital and 
financial services industries, and an advisor to 
politicians, including ed Rendell. 

H+U+D also co-sponsored Stefan Al’s book talk 
on December 9. See page 9 for more on this talk. 

in Fall 2015, Birch and Brownlee also attended 
the annual Mellon Foundation meeting 
of grantees. They joined other principal 
investigators, including representatives 
from Harvard University, MiT, University of 
california-Berkeley, University of california-
Los Angeles, Washington University, cornell 
University, University of the Witwatersrand, 

London School of economics, and others at a 
two-day conference at Washington University 
in St. Louis, where they discussed their 
programs and the theme of divided cities. 
The convening included reports, lectures 
and field trips. in Spring 2016, the colloquium 
will host presentations by student recipients 
of H+U+D’s research awards; will sponsor 
a graduate seminar, cross-listed with both 
Historic Preservation and Music, entitled “cities 
and Sound: The Spatial Politics and Practices 
of Sound in Modern Urban Life;” will sponsor 
a domestic city seminar, entitled “The Wire 
and The city,” for which students will study 
and visit the city of Baltimore; and the two 
Mellon H+U+D Junior Fellows will each teach 
an undergraduate course. For more information 
on the initiative and its programs visit: www.
humanitiesurbanismdesign.com.
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R Ai L PAR K To U R: H+U+D Faculty Colloquium 
members visit the site of the future Philadelphia 
Rail Park for a tour led by architect Bryan Hanes.
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open streets PHL Panel Draws standing-Room-only Crowd
on november 16, Penn iUR co-sponsored a 
film screening and panel discussion in support 
of open Streets PHL, which works to provide 
recreation and build community by temporarily 
closing select streets to vehicle traffic and 
opening them to people. Panelists included 
Beverly Brown, owner, Temples in Shape Studio, 
and coordinator, Black girls RUn; Faculty Fellow 
erick guerra, Assistant Professor, city and 
Regional Planning, School of Design; and Mike 
Lydon, Principal, The Street Plans collaborative. 
nate Hommel, Director of Planning and Design, 
University city District, moderated. The 
november event, organized by open Streets 
PHL and co-sponsored with the University city 
District, was filled beyond capacity, a testament 
to the immense public interest in this idea.  

Following a short film introducing the open 
Streets movement, which has gained momentum 
nationally over the past several years, panelists 
discussed the concept’s application in 
Philadelphia. guerra brought his background in 

urban transportation systems and land use to 
bear on the discussion of the positive impacts 
of open Streets programs, such as increased 
public transit ridership, as well as ways in 
which transportation disruptions are typically 
mitigated. Brown leveraged her background 
as a fitness instructor actively engaged in 
minority neighborhoods to discuss ways of 
including minorities and other underrepresented 
populations as equal participants in open Streets 
programming and explained the benefits of 
active lifestyles, a major focus of open Streets 
programs. Finally, Lyons spoke from experience 
about the best practices for hosting successful 
open Streets programs, using new York city and 
Portland, oregon as examples. nate Hommel, 
Director of Planning and Design at the University 
city District in Philadelphia, represented open 
Streets PHL and moderated the discussion.

Following their panel presentations, participants 
answered questions that centered on event 
logistics, equitable access, and how supporters 

can move open Streets PHL from concept 
to reality. Some attendees expressed serious 
concerns about the viability of an open Streets 
event in Philadelphia, which is struggling to deal 
with social challenges such as widespread poverty 
and a failing public school system. 

The open Streets PHL movement in 
Philadelphia grew from the city’s experience 
with Pope Francis’s visit in September 2015, 
which necessitated widespread road closures 
throughout center city and West Philadelphia. 
Though the road closures disrupted many 
residents’ and business owners’ regular activities, 
it also opened up Philadelphians’ imaginations to 
the prospect of enjoying roadways in the absence 
of motor vehicles. To learn more about open 
Streets PHL, visit www.openstreetsphl.com. To 
learn more about the national movement, visit 
www.openstreetsproject.org, the website of the 
open Streets Project, a collaboration between 
the Alliance for Biking & Walking and The Street 
Plans collaborative.

Penn IUR Announces Policy Brief Series
Penn IUR is pleased to announce the creation of 
Penn IUR Policy Briefs, a new series of policy briefs 
that brings original and published research on issues 
facing cities to a broad audience.  Visit the “Publica-
tions” section of the Penn IUR website (www.penni-
ur.upenn.edu) to download the following briefs:

Philadelphia’s Triumphs, Challenges, and Opportu-
nities, by Ethan Conner-Ross, Richard Voith, and 
Susan Wachter (December 2015)

Tracking and Explaining Neighborhood SocioEconom-
ic Change in U.S. Metropolitan Areas between 1990 
and 2010, by John D. Landis (November 2015) 

Housing Finance Reform, by Susan Wachter and 
Joseph Tracy (November 2015) 
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These abstracts were adapted from chapters of an upcoming book edited by Susan Wachter and Joseph Tracy, Housing Finance Reform: 

Principles of Stability
, (anticipated publication date: Spring 2016). The chapters lay out a roadmap for reforms to achieve the goals of liq

uidity, 

stability,
 access and sustainability.

 They represent some of the best thinking by policy researchers and economic experts to the challenges that lie 

ahead for the rebuilding of this key sector of our nation’s economy. For more information visit www.upenn.edu/pennpress/series/C21.html.

HOUSING FINANCE REFORM

Legislative Approaches to Housing Finance Reform

DaviD ScharfStein anD PhilliP Swagel

 
By the standards of the contemporary American political system, proposals to reform the U.S. housing 

finance system moved relatively far through the legislative process in 2013 and 2014. Prospects for housing 

finance reform faded in 2015, with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac—the two firms that purchase mortgages 

and bundle them into securities with a guarantee—now likely to remain in government control with an explicit 

government backstop into the foreseeable future. Nonetheless, the debate over the proposals considered in 

2013 and 2014 and changes in the two firms since the crisis will in
form future reform efforts. 

 
All reform proposals included some government guarantee on mortgages, though with considerable 

variation in the scope of the government backing and the extent to which private capital would be exposed 

to housing credit losses. One approach from Representative Jeb Hensarling (R-Texas) of the House 

Financial Services Committee limited government guarantees to low income families and first tim
e home 

buyers in normal market conditions, while allowing greater government involvement in a financial disruption. 

An alternative approach, which was embodied in bipartisan legislation proposed by Senators Bob Corker 

(R-Tennessee) and Mark Warner (D-Virginia) and a subsequent bill proposed by Senators Tim Johnson 

(D-South Dakota) and Mike Crapo (R-Idaho), m
ade taxpayer-backed mortgages more widely available, 

while requiring private investors to bear a specified share of credit losses ahead of a secondary government 

guarantee. A motivating factor for this type of proposal was the belief that policymakers would intervene in 

a future crisis, and that a proposal that claimed to abolish government support fo
r housing would instead 

inadvertently recreate the implicit guarantee.  A further motivation for providing a government guarantee at all 

times was the belief that this was necessary to maintain liquidity in the market for mortgage backed securities, 

and that such liquidity would ultimately benefit borrowers.  W
hether such a broad guarantee is necessary for a 

well-functioning housing finance market remains a topic of some debate, even though it is
 a likely outcome of 

future reform efforts.

 
This paper focuses on analyzing key features of the Johnson-Crapo legislation, which was voted out 

of the Senate Banking Committee but not brought to the floor of the Senate for further consideration. The 

legislation allowed entry of multiple firms who would provide 10 percent first-loss private capital ahead of 

government guarantee, although this capital requirement could be reduced in periods of stress to the financial 

system. The authors discuss the economic considerations in determining these features of the legislation — 

the extent of competition, the sizing of the private capital buffer, the pricing of the government guarantee, and 

the role of countercyclical capital buffers.  The most contentious design issue was the magnitude of first loss 

private capital level, which centered on the question of how much capital is needed to protect taxpayers and 

whether a robust private capital buffer would make mortgages excessively costly even with a government 

guarantee for the tail ris
k. Competing proposals thus sought to reduce the magnitude of the private capital 

buffer. Ultimately, le
gislative proposals considered in 2013 and 2014 did not move forward to enactment, in 

large part because of a gulf between the competing goals of ensuring broad mortgage access and limiting 

government involvement in mortgage markets. 

PEN N I U R PO LI CY B R I E F
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sachs speaks at sustainable Global 
Urbanization Event
Preceding Sachs’s keynote address, the panel approached the topic of 
sustainable global urbanization from the perspective of housing—specifically, 
housing that is affordable and that supports the health and productivity of 
residents. Underpinning the conversation was the understanding that for 
the world to be equitable, healthy, prosperous, and sustainable, cities must 
be made equitable, healthy, prosperous, and sustainable.  Buckley explained 
that urban policy has become one of the most effective means of furthering 
inclusive growth, but the potential of cities to create a more hospitable 
world has not yet been recognized, much less realized—if this potential is to 
be realized, a new approach to urban structure and management must be 
adopted. 

in her presentation, Hoek-Smit discussed housing finance systems, a key 
element of urban structure and management. She argued that while progress 
has been made in providing housing for the world’s poorest, the working 
poor and middle-class have been overlooked. Housing finance systems that 
can work for these segments of the population will require the involvement 
of the private sector, and should be made flexible enough to account for 
increasingly fluid labor markets. While she agreed with Buckley that city 
governments are essential players in the provision of housing, she noted that 
they lack both capacity and money. With these points in mind, she explained 
that national housing finance systems must be structured to incentivize both 
local governments and the private sector to pursue sustainable urbanization.

Malpezzi echoed Hoek-Smit’s assessment of the fate of the working class, 
agreeing too that incentives can help align private and public interests. 
He likened these and other strategies to “ingredients” in a “recipe” for 
sustainable urbanization. While valuable, he argued that the problem was not 

a lack of great ideas (or ingredients) but with the experts’ failure to grapple 
directly and openly with political realities. noting that he is an economist, he 
said: “economists focus on efficiency, but most normal people—i.e. non-
economists—don’t care much about efficiency. They care about fairness. And 
they disagree about what’s fair.”

Both cardama and Birch presented on Un-level efforts to grapple with the 
political realities of urbanization. Both stressed the pace of urbanization and 
the urgency of finding ways to develop sustainably. As cardama pointed out, 
the international community comes together only once every 20 years to 
debate and agree on global development and human settlement goals. With 
the adoption of the SDgs in 2015, the ongoing creation of SDg indicators, and 
the current preparations for Habitat iii in 2016, she argued that we are living 
through a historic moment. She urged the audience to become involved. 

Birch seconded this appeal. explaining the Un’s extensive efforts to engage 
stakeholders in preparations for Habitat iii, she argued that stakeholder 
engagement will be central to the conference’s success; while governments 
must negotiate agreements, it is stakeholders who will pressure them to 
act on their commitments. “This is an exciting time,” she said. “We have an 
opportunity to change the [development] paradigm.” 

Repeatedly, the keynote speaker, panelists, and moderators returned to 
versions of a common theme: managing rapid, global urbanization in a 
sustainable way is the key to providing affordable and humane housing, to 
limiting climate change, and to meeting all 17 of the Uns SDgs. To watch a 
video of the event, go to the “events” section of Penn iUR’s website (www.
penniur.upenn.edu) and select “view past events.” 
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Congratulations
2016 uurC teams

The Undergraduate Urban Research 
Colloquiumn (UURC) is an advanced re-
search seminar for undergraduates work-
ing on urban-focused research. Students 
team up with a faculty mentor with exper-
tise in their areas of interest. Students and 
faculty pairs come from academic depart-
ments throughout the University. 

T. Andrew Simpson
Ariel Ben-Ramos,  
City Planning

Sabeeh Saddiqi
Andrew Huemmler,  
Engineering 

Ryan Hall
Michael Nairn,  
Urban Studies  

Angela Perfetti
Heather Sharkey, Middle  
Eastern Studies 

Camille Calvin 
Matthew Steinberg,  

Education
Jocelyn Pickens
Mary Summer,  
Political Science

Roshani Waas
Anne Tietelman,  
Nursing

Zoe Blickendorfer
Domenic Vitiello,  
City Planning 

Adam Shapiro
Naomi Waltham-Smith, 
Music
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Forthcoming Releases in The City in the 21st Century book series
Eugenie L. Birch and Susan M. Wachter, Series Editors

Published by the University of  Pennsylvania Press

The City in the 21st Century is a heterodox, interdisciplinary series of  books addressing both topical and long-range issues con-
fronting the world’s cities, from disaster response to cultural coexistence, from civic engagement to urban revitalization.

Public Pensions and City Solvency, Susan M. Wachter, editor (Spring 2016)

Shared Prosperity in America’s Communities, Susan M. Wachter and Lei Ding, editors (Spring 2016)

Slums: How Informal Real Estate Markets Work, Eugenie L. Birch, Shahana Chataraj, and Susan M. Wachter, editors (Spring 2016)

Housing Finance Reform: Principles of  Stability, Susan M. Wachter and Joseph Tracy, editors (Fall 2016)

Visit www.upenn.edu/pennpress/series/C21.html for a complete list of  books in the series.

i n fLu e n ce D o n e an oth e r ov e r th e 
co u rs e o f Yo u r c ar e e r?

My work is really at the intersection of internal 
law and international relations. When i worked 
for Secretary clinton i spent a lot of time looking 
at how to solve global challenges in a world of 
rising powers, such as Russia, china, india, and 
Brazil. How should the international system be 
organized? Through the g7, the old group of seven 
democracies? or through the new g20? How should 
global institutions be structured to meet global 
challenges? These are big questions that come up 
whether the conversation is around climate change 
or nuclear nonproliferation or security. 

When i came back to academic world after working 
for Secretary clinton, i was able to bring to bear on 
my own scholarship what i’d learned and seen and at 
times been frustrated by at the State Department. 
You really see the role and impact of international 
law very differently when you actually have to do it in 
international institutional settings.

5. pe n n i u r an D pe r rY Wo r LD h o us e 
r ece ntLY co LL abo r ate D o n a 
sY M pos i u M o n sustai nab Le u r ban 
D e v e Lo pM e nt an D Wi LL co nti n u e 
to partn e r o n th e e xpLo r ati o n 
o f g Lo baL i ssu e s r e L ate D to 
u r ban i z ati o n , M i g r ati o n , an D 
D e M o g r aph i c chan g e . With th e 
u n pr e D i c ti n g that, bY 2050, an 
aD D iti o na L 2 . 5 b i LLi o n peo pLe Wi LL 
b e Liv i n g i n citi e s ,  u r ban po Li cY 
i s at th e ce nte r o f D i scuss i o n s 
abo ut g Lo baL chan g e an D 
sustai nab i Lit Y. What D o Yo u th i n k 
ar e th e b i g g e st chaLLe n g e s th i s 
M a ss iv e u r ban i z ati o n pr e s e nt s? 
What ar e th e o ppo rtu n iti e s? 

Let me start on the opportunities side. i come at this 
as a foreign policy and international affairs thinker. 
Massive redistributions of people, such as the one 
you are talking about, change political dynamics 
within countries in enormous ways. For one thing, 
an individual who moves to a city is engaged in 

a very different political life than the one from 
which he or she moved. For another thing, cities 
themselves are becoming much more important 
international actors, where they were once just part 
of the black box of a state. i think there’s a chance to 
really transform domestic politics and the balance of 
power among governmental and non-governmental 
actors as populations urbanize and as cities emerge 
as players in an international system. To me that’s a 
really extraordinary opportunity.

The challenge, from my perspective as an 
international lawyer, is that internal law regulates 
national governments, not city governments; as 
cities become more important international actors, 
the question of how we organize international 
law to take account of them arises. There are 
also enormous human rights and development 
challenges that come with population transitions. 
international law can play a part in solving these 
problems, but it is just one piece in a larger puzzle. 

FAcU LT Y SPoT Li g H T

William Burke-White
(co n T i n U eD FRo M P.  3)



Development and ventures, 
University of chicago. Penn 
iUR co-Director eugénie Birch, 
Lawrence c. nussdorf Professor 
of Urban Research and education 
Professor and chair of the 
graduate group, city and Regional 
Planning, Penn School of Design, 
moderated the panel. Funding 
from Penn iUR Board Member 
Lawrence c. nussdorf supported 
the effort.

Birch opened the event with a 
discussion of the role of anchor 
institutions in cities and regions. 
She explained that “eds and 
meds” (universities and medical 
centers, which are some of the 
more widely recognized anchor 
institution) are not only invested 
in their neighborhoods and cities 
through their ownership of real 
estate, attraction of students 
and staff, and pursuit of their 
respective missions, but also 
are sources of breakthrough 
ideas, new technologies, and 
entrepreneurial activities that 
contribute significantly to 
regional economies. These 
innovative ideas, technologies, and 
activities are generated through 
research—which, historically, 
has been funded in large part 
by federal research dollars. 
However, levels of federal research 
funding have, in recent years, 
stagnated or declined.  in part 

for this reason, universities have 
undertaken strategic initiatives 
to find new sources of funding by 
partnering with the private sector, 
commercializing innovations made 
on campus, and fostering business 
development by university 
researchers. 

For an hour and a half, the 
panelists discussed their 
experiences with innovation and 
commercialization in terms of the 
institutional and metropolitan 
environments in which they 
work. UcSF’s Kiriakis described 
the variety of industry partners 
with which UcSF is engaged, a 
result of the highly dynamic and 
innovative culture within UcSF 
and throughout the San Francisco 
Bay area. Thomas explained 
that, in contrast, the University 
of chicago has an entrenched 
academic culture (as opposed to 
one dedicated to applied research) 
and a sprawling metropolitan 
environment, both of which 
are challenges. emory’s Sherer 
noted that sprawl is a challenge 
in Atlanta as well, one that makes 
creating the industry clusters 
and collaboration essential to 
innovation difficult. Sherer added, 
though, that emory benefits 
from strong institutional support 
for commercialization, which 
he explained arrived virtually 
overnight when the sale of two 

Hiv drugs brought the University 
hundreds of millions of dollars, 
proving the enormous commercial 
potential of innovative research. 

Swartley described the evolution 
of Penn’s culture toward one 
increasingly supportive of 
innovation and commercialization, 
noting that support from Penn’s 
leadership has been a key part of 
this transformation. He described 
the most visible illustration of the 
institution’s support of innovation: 
Pennovation Works, a 23-acre site 
adjacent to Penn’s campus that will 
house researchers, entrepreneurs, 
and industry partners and that 
is expected to open in 2016. 
Soderstrom agreed that spaces 
like Pennovation Works—incubator 
and co-working spaces—are 
essential, noting that, at Yale, 
such spaces are more successful 
the closer they are to the center 
of campus. He argued that Yale 
has had an enormous impact on 
its metropolitan environment 
over the past two decades, 
generating businesses and 
attracting millennial entrepreneurs 
who support a dense, walkable, 
amenity-filled urban landscape. 

This event constituted the public 
portion of the seventh Penn iUR 
Roundtable on Anchor institutions 
(PRAi), a leadership “think tank” 
that convenes leaders from anchor 

institutions for intense roundtable 
discussions, allowing participants 
to engage with peers, strategize 
solutions, compare notes from 
the field, and generate national 
knowledge that can be applied 
in a local context. The following 
day, the speakers, joined by Laurie 
Actman, chief operating officer, 
Pci, and lunch speaker vijay 
Kumar, nemirovsky Family Dean, 
Penn’s School of engineering, met 
in a private session to discuss the 
technical aspects of their work, 
exchanging ideas and problem-
solving approaches. Penn iUR will 
publish case studies and discussion 
outcomes in the spring. 

This roundtable on university-
led innovation initiatives is 
part of an ongoing series. 
Previous roundtables considered 
educational and medical 
institutions (2013), ballparks (2011), 
museums (2010), performing 
arts centers (2008), and two 
roundtables on city design (2008 
and 2010). For more information 
on Penn iUR’s work with anchor 
institutions, including reports and 
case studies from current and 
previous PRAi events and a white 
paper on university-led innovation 
initiatives, please visit the 
“initiatives” section of Penn iUR’s 
website (penniur.upenn.edu) and 
select “Anchor institutions.” 

co nven i n g

PRAI: University-Led Innovation
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Analytics, Philadelphia Land Bank. in discussing 
geospatial technologies, the panelists demonstrated 
how the skills they gained in the MUSA program 
apply to their daily work. Following the panel, a data 
visualization workshop hosted by Ken Steif; MUSA 
Lecturer Karl Dailey, Adjunct Professor, Web-Based 

giS Database Administrator-Programmer, University 
of Pennsylvania; and Randy olson, Post-Doctoral 
Fellow, Penn’s institute for Biomedical informatics, 
offered technical instruction in graphic display of 
data.

over 75 students, alumni, and outside practitioners 
attended. To watch a video of the morning session, 
visit the “events” section of Penn iUR’s website 
(www.penniur.upenn.edu). 

co nven i n g

Penn GIs Day Focuses on Real Estate and Housing
(co n T i n U eD FRo M P.  4)



After an introduction by Wachter, Frame 
moderated a panel discussion among Passmore, 
Tracy, and Kanojia on liquidity, macroprudential 
policy, and the to-be-announced (TBA) market. 
Passmore focused on the mechanics of 
structuring a mortgage securitization system 
with macroprudential features that would vary 
over the real estate cycle; he concluded that, if 
policymakers want to retain the ubiquity of the 
30-year fixed-rate mortgage and ensure that 
the private sector takes the first-loss position 
(with the government providing a backstop in the 
case of a major financial crisis), the government 
may need to require that all mortgages, whether 
securitized privately or through a government-
backed program, be insured against catastrophic 
risk. Tracy discussed the importance of 
structuring the securitization industry to 
ensure stability over the business cycle. As a 
means of achieving this stability, he proposed 
establishing a securitization utility structured as 
a cooperative that shares losses and monitors 
itself against risky lending practices. The utility 
would purchase government reinsurance against 
systemic credit events using a vintage-based 
capital structure to preserve the supply of capital 

for mortgages. Kanojia concluded the first panel 
with a discussion of the importance of the TBA 
market in a.) attracting capital to fund mortgages 
and b.) in the broader functioning of the housing 
market; he noted that, without the existence of 
the TBA market, the cost of hedging interest rate 
risk by lenders would likely result in adjustable 
rate mortgages (ARMs) supplanting 30-year 
fixed-rate mortgages as the dominant mortgages 
in the United States. 

in the second panel, which Wachter moderated, 
Quercia, Willis, and Swagel considered 
affordability and access as well as the legislative 
context of the options for reform. Quercia 
began with a discussion of the importance 
of the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) 
in providing market stability and in providing 
mortgages for first-time and minority borrowers, 
cautioning that reform proposals should take 
care to preserve these functions. Willis discussed 
multifamily housing and the role of a government 
guarantee in providing counter-cyclical capital to 
that segment of the market. Swagel concluded 
with a discussion of the 2013 and 2014 housing 
finance reform proposals; while all the proposed 

legislative reforms stalled, Swagel noted that the 
debates over the proposals will inform future 
reform efforts. 

During the closing roundtable, participants put 
forth principles for reforming the U.S. housing 
finance system—focusing on the underlying 
structure of the housing finance system—to 
serve a broad range of the population while 
maintaining the stability of the overall financial 
system. 

Two Penn iUR publications further explore 
reform of the housing finance system. The 
forthcoming Housing Finance Reform: Principles 
of Stability, edited by Wachter and Tracy, which 
includes chapters by all participants in the 
november panel as well as by other economic 
and policy experts, is being published by Penn 
Press in the city in the 21st century series and 
will be available in September 2016. A Penn 
iUR Policy Brief, available now, encapsulates 
the challenges and opportunities of reform; to 
download the digest, visit the “Publications” 
section of the Penn iUR website (www.penniur.
upenn.edu).
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H o USi n g Fi nAn ce SYS T eM R eFo R M : Above: Mark Willis and Roberto Quercia. Right: 
Susan Wachter and Phillip Swagel. 
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